Working with Aleph ASP model,
in The Israeli College Consortium
A personal experience

Aleph Model for ICC- General description
Aleph Application Service Provider + Outsourced Solution Provider: Shared server and basic configuration for 44 separate
libraries of various institutions. Ex Libris is responsible for the set-up, configuration and maintenance of Aleph and Oracle
tables, forms, letters, Utils and some of Aleph services. Server site is maintained by an external company .

Logical description
Multiple separate libraries on a shared installation
(several u-trees – one a-tree)

Physical description
Each library is connected through a router, Ex Libris
monitors the connection between terminals and servers.

Cons

Pros
 Strengthens the negotiation position with Ex Libris.
 Enables libraries to purchase and implement an
advanced library system with low budget and limited
personnel resources.
 Enables small libraries with inexperienced system
librarians to maintain a complicated library system.
 Strengthens the standardization of library catalogs
according to international standards.
 Releases librarians from handling hardware
problems and data tables
 Increases cooperation between libraries re Aleph
issues and other common interests.
 Increases professional dialogues and exchange of
ideas among ICC librarians.
 Ex Libris Support team efficiency and Aleph system
reaction time are monitored on regular basis by
MATEOR Consultants and ICC managing committee.

 Sharing the same installation and tables with 44
libraries, that have different needs and level of
expertise is quite complicated.
 Flow of information among ICC members is not
sufficient. Decision making process is not always
efficient.
 Libraries have to compromise and have screens,
tables, letters and forms that do not always match
their needs.
 Each request for a change in the shared tables
has to get the approval of the professional teams.
 Individual library expertise in Aleph system
reduced, as Aleph coordinators cannot access
configuration tables.
 Loss of some independence regarding library
system issues, greater dependence on Ex Libris to
run different Utils, configuration and data changes.
 Ex Libris Support team can not always meet the
pressure of requests in a reasonable time..

Personal observations regarding the model
Working with the Aleph ASP model is economic and easy to handle but can be professionaily frustrating for an experienced
Aleph coordinator. Working with this model within a consortium framework might complicate the workflow, but can be
beneficial, as it can serve as a pressure group in the negotiations with Aleph, and can be used for professional dialogues
among its members.

Suggestions for improvement
 Improve communication among ICC members and committees with online forums and regular meetings of the
professional teams.
 Strengthen ICC system librarians' knowledge and expertise in Aleph tables and system with more training.
 Allow ICC expert members access to some of the local tables (especially Aleph tables like tab-16, tab-100).
 Allow each library more freedom to design their own letters and forms.
 All this can improve the dialogue with Ex Libris support team and will ease libraries work flow.
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